Development and Evaluation of a Regression-Based Model to Predict Cesium Concentration Ratios for Freshwater Fish
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**ABSTRACT:** Data from published studies and World Wide Web sources were combined to produce and test a regression model to predict Cs concentration ratios for freshwater fish species. The accuracies of predicted concentration ratios which were computed using 1) estimated species trophic levels obtained from random resampling of known food items and 2) K concentrations in the water for 207 fish from 44 species and 43 locations were tested against independent observations of ratios for 57 fish from 17 species from 25 locations. Accuracy was assessed as the percent of observed to predicted ratios within factors of 2 or 3. Conservatism, expressed as the lack of under prediction, was assessed as the percent of observed to predicted ratios that were less than 2 or less than 3. The model’s median observed to predicted ratio was 1.26, which was not significantly different from 1, and 50 % of the ratios were between 0.73 and 1.85. The percentages of ratios within factors of 2 or 3 were 67 and 82 %, respectively. The percentages of ratios that were < 2 or < 3 were 79 and 88 %, respectively. An example for *Perca fluviatilis* demonstrated that increased prediction accuracy could be obtained when more detailed knowledge of diet was available to estimate trophic level. The model allows reasonably accurate, species-specific predictions requiring only 1) measures of the K concentration in the water and 2) readily available estimates of trophic level from the FishBase Global Information System (fishbase.org).
1. Introduction

An important parameter used to assess the mobility of the radionuclides $^{134}$Cs and $^{137}$Cs in freshwater environments and to estimate the potential risks of consuming fish from these systems is the ratio of the mean concentration of the radionuclide in the fish to its mean concentration in the water. This ratio is alternatively termed the concentration ratio or the bioaccumulation factor and has units of L kg$^{-1}$. Efforts to compile or predict estimates of concentration ratios (hereafter, $C_r$) that can be readily employed in accident assessments have led to 1) compilations of previously observed $C_r$ (Vanderploeg et al., 1975; Blaylock, 1982; Hosseini et al., 2008; Fesenko et al., 2010; Yankovich et al., 2012) and 2) efforts to develop predictive models based on aspects of fish biology, such as diet, and water quality parameters such as K concentrations. Rowan and Rasmussen (1994) developed a predictive model (Rowan and Rasmussen, 1994; equation 5) applicable to both freshwater and marine systems based on whether fish were piscivorous or non-piscivorous, and measures of K and suspended sediment concentrations in the water column. The model predicts 1) greater $C_r$ for piscivorous fish, 2) smaller $C_r$ in waters with greater K concentrations and 3) smaller $C_r$ in waters with greater suspended sediment concentrations. The model has been shown to predict $C_r$ within a factor of 2 for a majority of cases (Smith et al., 2000).

Although accurate, the model contains two limiting aspects. One limitation is that in its current form it requires input data for both K concentrations and suspended sediment concentrations. The other limitation is that the model requires a judgment of whether a fish species is piscivorous or non-piscivorous. Although some fish, at least as adults, are clearly piscivorous (e.g., the northern pike *Esox lucius*; nomenclature for common and scientific names follows fishbase.org), others are clearly non-piscivorous (e.g., the white sucker *Catostomus commersoni*). Many species show varying proportions of fish and other food items in their diet, and even among nonpiscivorous fish there are
differences in trophic levels and potential concentrations of Cs in their diets. These differences occur between fish that are primarily herbivorous and those that are carnivorous but feed on invertebrates.

Recently, an extensive online database on the biology and ecology of freshwater and marine fish species (fishbase.org) has been developed and made freely available by the FishBase Global Information System (Froese and Pauly, 2011). It includes information on fish diets and food items from numerous references, and uses this information to compute estimates of mean (± Standard Error, hereafter SE) trophic levels. Fish trophic levels range from 2, indicating an herbivorous diet, through 3, indicating a primarily carnivorous diet of herbivorous species, and through 4 indicating a primarily carnivorous diet composed of other carnivorous species. For example, mean trophic levels (± SE) computed using a random resampling of reported food items for C. commersoni and E. lucius are 2.46 ± 0.16 and 4.40 ± 1.05, respectively.

The purposes of this study were 1) to combine these newly available estimates of trophic levels with the data compiled by Rowan and Rasmussen (1994) to produce an alternative predictive model for the concentration ratios of Cs isotopes in freshwater fish and 2) to test the accuracy of this model’s predicted C_r using independent data from several sources.

2. Materials and methods

Three data sources were employed in this study to produce and test models to predict C_r for fish. These were: 1) the trophic level estimates from fishbase.org; 2) the data from Rowan and Rasmussen (1994) on fish C_r and the concentrations of K and suspended sediment in the water column that were used in model construction; and 3) test data of measured C_r compiled from several literature sources that were used to assess the accuracy of the predicted C_r.
2.1. Trophic level data

The trophic level estimates were obtained from fishbase.org where data on fish biology and ecology have been compiled for > 30,000 species from > 45,000 references and made available in various Asian and European languages. Species data may be accessed by searching either common or scientific names. Where taxonomic revisions have been made to scientific names, a search initiated using the previous name leads to the modern synonym and the appropriate data.

Several alternative methods are used in fishbase.org to estimate a mean ± SE tropic level, and the method employed depends on whether the available data from literature sources comprises 1) just lists of food items consumed or 2) more quantitative analyses of diet composition. Where both types of data are available, multiple estimates of trophic level may be made. When using lists of food items consumed, trophic level is estimated using a randomized resampling of the listed items. Where more quantitative data on diet consumption is available, the trophic level is computed from the relative proportion of the food items consumed in a process similar to that used by Vander Zander and Rasmussen (1996) to compute trophic level effects on PCB contamination in fish. These different procedures may produce different estimates of trophic level. For example, the random resampling of 31 food items for Perca fluviatilis (European perch) indicated a mean (± SE) trophic level of 3.66 ± 0.58, but an analysis of diet composition for adult fish indicated a mean trophic level of 4.35 ± 0.75. For all methods, the trophic level of the fish is computed as 1 plus the mean trophic level computed for its diet (i.e., a fish whose diet has a mean trophic level of 2.5 would have a trophic level of 3.5). These estimation methods have been shown to agree with those computed from stable isotopic ratios (Kline and Pauly, 1988). Where data are lacking on diets, a fish’s trophic level is inferred from a taxonomically related species of similar size.
Because trophic level estimates computed using the random resampling procedures were available for the majority of the species involved in this study, they have been used in the models to predict \( C_r \). However, the potential effects of using the alternative estimates, such as those for \( P. \) \textit{fluviatilis}, will also be discussed. These random resampling trophic levels are computed from a list of \( n \) food items, each with its own assigned trophic level, by: 1) randomly choosing one item and assigning it the largest fraction of the diet; 2) randomly selecting each of the remaining \( n - 1 \) items and assigning each a successively smaller fraction of the diet; 3) computing a trophic level estimate for the diet from the sum of the product of each item’s trophic level and assigned proportion in the diet; 4) repeating this random selection process for a total of 100 times; and 5) computing mean and standard error from the 100 replicates.

2.2. The modeling data

The development of the predictive model was based on the data for freshwater fishes compiled by Rowan and Rasmussen (1994; Table 1) in conjunction with the newer estimates of trophic levels from the FishBase database. The Rowan and Rasmussen (1994) data included the fish’s scientific name and the location of the study, the wet mass Cs concentration in the fish’s whole body or muscle, the Cs concentration in the water, the K concentration in the water (\( \mu M \text{ K L}^{-1} \)) and, for some locations, the suspended sediment load (mg L\(^{-1} \)) (Table 1). Cesium concentrations were alternatively expressed as mass for \(^{133}\text{Cs} \) and Bq for \(^{137}\text{Cs} \), and no distinction was made between the \( C_r \) for \(^{133}\text{Cs} \) and \(^{137}\text{Cs} \). These data contained no distinction between concentrations for whole fish and those for only muscle tissue and, as a consequence, no distinction with regard to muscle vs. whole-body made in the subsequent use of the model to predict \( C_r \) in fish.
Rowan and Rasmussen’s (1994) study contained data for 244 observations on more than 60 species of fish from 46 locations in freshwater systems in Europe and North America, but two sets of their data were excluded from the modeling analysis in this study. First, those species which occurred in only a single location were excluded. Second, all data from locations on the U. S. Department of Energy’s Savannah River Site (hereafter, SRS) were also excluded. Studies at the SRS (Newman and Brisbin, 1990; Whicker et al. 1990; Pinder et al. 2009) have consistently reported relatively small K concentrations in the water and relatively large C, for fish species. These data were removed from the modeling analysis and included in the test data to provide tests of model accuracy at the upper extremes of reported Cs concentration ratios. The resulting modeling data set contained 207 measures of C, and K concentrations in the water from 44 species across 43 locations. A subset of these data also included 84 measures of C, and suspended sediment concentrations for 22 species across 14 locations.

2.3. Development of the predictive models

Predictive models were developed using simple and multiple regression procedures (Draper and Smith, 1981) that related concentration ratios to the variables 1) trophic levels, 2) K concentrations and 3) suspended sediment concentrations, as well as all possible interactions of these variables. Regression procedures may be used to 1) determine which independent variables from a set of preferably uncorrelated variables have important relationships with the dependent variable (e.g., Rowan and Rasmussen, 1994), 2) to estimate parameter values such as uptake and loss rates (e.g., Smith et al., 2002) or, 3) as in the case of this study, to simply construct a predictive model that relates the values of some predictor variables to the value of an important criterion variable (e.g., Doi et al., 2012).

Regression models which attempt to determine important relationships between independent variables and the dependent variable may be termed explanatory models (Pedhazur, 1997), and these
differ from predictive regression models in that 1) the independent variables in explanatory models are hypothesized to have a causative relationship between their values and the values of the dependent variable and 2) regression is used to identify which of these possible causative agents has measurable effects on the values of the dependent variable. In a predictive model, the predictor variables (i.e., the independent variables) are either readily available or inexpensive to obtain, whereas the values of the criterion variable (i.e., the dependent variable) are often difficult or expensive to obtain. Because prediction, and not explanation, is the only objective in this modeling, the predictor variables need not have a causative effect on the criterion variable. They only need to be correlated with the criterion variable. Such correlations may occur because of a pronounced correlation of the predictor variable with a more difficult to measure or expensive to obtain causative agent. Having some form of causative effect may be preferable, but it is not necessary. The validity of a predictive model is not in the reasonableness of its independent variables but in its ability to accurately predict the criterion variable in an independent data set (Pedhazur, 1997).

The regression models in this study used the logarithm of the concentration ratio as the criterion variable, but the predictive equations will be presented as

$$\text{Predicted } C_r = 10^{[(b_0 + 0.5\times\text{EMS}) + b_i \times X_i + \ldots]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Eq. 1)

where $b_0$ = the intercept of the regression equation, $b_i$ = the regression coefficient for the $ith$ predictor variable and $\text{EMS} = \text{the Error Mean Square of the regression Analysis of Variance}$. The value, $0.5\times\text{EMS}$, was added to $b_0$ to compensate for a bias after logarithmic transformation that would result in under prediction of the $C_r$, especially at larger values of $C_r$ (Beauchamp and Olson, 1973).

2.4. The test data
Test data were restricted to the results of published studies where there were contemporaneous measures of 1) either $^{133}$Cs or $^{137}$Cs concentrations in both fish and water, 2) K concentrations in water, and where available, 3) concentrations of suspended sediment in the water. Data were also limited to those studies where either 1) it was reasonable to believe that the reported $C_r$ were from a system at or near steady-state or equilibrium conditions between the fish and the water or 2) a steady state $C_r$ could be estimated from uptake and loss rate parameters estimated for the fish. To be consistent with the modeling data, all concentrations and $C_r$ are expressed as units of wet mass without corrections between concentrations measured using whole fish or only muscle tissue.

There were four sets of test data. The first was the data of Smith et al. (2000) which had previously indicated the accuracy of the Rowan and Rasmussen (1994) model. These data consisted of $C_r$ for $^{137}$Cs measured for 28 instances of 6 species from 10 eastern European lakes and reservoirs and were obtained $\geq$ 5 years after the Chernobyl release. These were the only test data that contained measures of suspended sediment concentrations. The second set was the temporal analysis of $^{137}$Cs for 19 instances of 3 species from 9 European lakes following the deposition of Chernobyl releases (Smith et al., 2002). These temporal analyses estimated an uptake ($k_1$) and a loss rate parameter ($k_2$) for $^{137}$Cs in fish, and the ratio of these parameters was used to estimate the steady state $C_r$ (Smith et al. 2002; equation 4). The third set was data from the SRS which included $C_r$ measured for $^{137}$Cs in 7 species from Pond B in the 1980s, which was 20 years since the last releases of $^{137}$Cs into the reservoir (Newman and Brisbin, 1990; Whicker et al., 1990). The fourth set involved $C_r$ estimated from uptake and loss rates in an analogous manner to that of Smith et al. (2002) for 3 fish species following the experimental release of $^{133}$Cs into Pond 4 (Pinder et al. 2009).

2.5. Assessing the predictive ability of the regression models using observed to predicted ratios
The predictive ability of a regression model maybe assessed as 1) the coefficient of determination, $R^2$, which is the proportion of the variation in the criterion variable explained by the predictor variables or 2) the standard error of the estimate, which is the minimum standard error for a prediction (Draper and Smith, 1981; Pedhazur, 1997). These measures of predictive ability are increased by the number of relatively uncorrelated predictive variables, but may be decreased by the use of highly correlated predictor variables which may be providing redundant information at the expense of decreased degrees of freedom in the model (Draper and Smith, 1981; Pedhazur, 1997; Ramsey and Schafer, 2002). Redundancy in predictor variables is expressed as increased values for the Akaike Information Criteria (hereafter, AIC; Ramsey and Schafer, 2002) and the Bayes Information Criteria (hereafter, BIC; Ramsey and Schafer, 2002).

Alternatively, predictive ability may be assessed using statistical summaries of the ratios of observed values of the criterion variable to those predicted by the regression. Such summaries may include the median ratio, the variance of the ratios, the range of the ratios, or the frequency distribution of the ratios. This observed to predicted ratio approach may be more informative where errors of under prediction (i.e., observed values greater than predicted values and ratios $> 1$) and over prediction (i.e., observed values less than predicted values and ratios $< 1$) are not equally acceptable. This is the case for predicting concentration ratios which may subsequently be used to estimate radiation exposures. In developing and initially evaluating the models in this study, statistical significance levels and $R^2$ will be reported as well as the ratios of the observed values in the modeling data to the values fitted by the regression models which are hereafter referred to as observed to fitted ratios. However, in evaluating a model’s ability to predict $C_r$ in the test data sets, the ratios of observed to predicted values will be the principal method of evaluating model performance.
In using observed to predicted ratios in evaluating models, two separate aspects of evaluation will be considered. The first is termed accuracy and is measured as the proportion of the ratios that indicate the predicted C, is within some limits of the observed C, such as within a factor of 2 (i.e., ratios from 0.5 to 2) or 3 (i.e., ratios of 0.33 to 3). Because under prediction of the C, with resulting observed to predicted ratios greater than 1, may incur greater consequences than over prediction, the second aspect of the evaluation is termed conservatism and is expressed as the proportion of the observed to fitted or the observed to predicted ratios that are less than some upper limit such as 2 or 3. The major difference between these separate evaluations concerns those ratios < 0.5 and < 0.33. Although these small ratios are inaccurate, the over prediction of the C, is likely to be conservative of public health. Because of the inclusion of these small ratios, the estimates of conservatism will include a greater fraction of the ratios than the corresponding estimates of accuracy.

What constitutes acceptable standards of accuracy or conservatism is a decision for those employing the model, but for the purposes of discussion within this analysis, an acceptable level of accuracy will be defined as 80 % of the observed to predicted ratios within factors of 2 or 3 (i.e., one prediction out of 5 outside of these factors). An acceptable level of conservatism will be defined as 90 % of the ratios < 2 or < 3 (i.e., one prediction out of 10 being more than a factor of 2 or 3 lower than the observed value).

3. Results

The means, standard deviations and ranges of the predictor variables in the modeling data are summarized in Table 1. The number of observations per variable varies because there were 44 species distributed across 43 locations where K concentrations were measured but suspended sediment concentrations were only available for 14 locations.
3.1. The distribution of concentration ratios in the modeling data

Concentration ratios ranged over a factor of 100 (Fig. 1) in the modeling data from 99 and 122 L kg\(^{-1}\) for *Blicca bjoerkna* (white bream) and *Abrami brama* (freshwater bream) to 15,156 and 15,250 L kg\(^{-1}\) for *Esox lucius* and *Sander vitreus* (walleye). None of these species had the smallest or largest estimated trophic levels, and none of these extremes came from those locations with the smallest or largest K concentrations. The median C\(_r\) was 2000 L kg\(^{-1}\), and 50 % of the C\(_r\) ranged from 875 to 3,800 L kg\(^{-1}\). The frequency distribution of the concentration ratios was positively-skewed and approximated a lognormal distribution (Kolmogorov–Smirnov Test of Normality, D = 0.0581; P > 0.05; Conover, 1971).

Variance component analyses indicated that only 28 % of the variation in C\(_r\) was due to difference among species (Searle, 1959). This indicates that variation in C\(_r\) among species is smaller than the variation of C\(_r\) within a species and suggests that the direct application of a C\(_r\) observed for a species in one location to that species in another location without consideration of the possible differences in physical and chemical parameters between locations has questionable validity.

3.2. Distribution of trophic levels among species in the modeling data

The mean (+ SE) trophic levels computed using resampling of food items (Fig. 2) ranged from 2.40 ± 0.21 for *Dorosoma cepedianum* (American gizzard shad) to 4.42 ± 1.06 for *M. salmoides* (largemouth bass) with most species having trophic levels between 3 and 4. The random resampling procedure results in relatively large standard errors for the trophic level estimates. The median ratio of standard error to estimate was 0.15 but increased with increasing estimates to 0.24.

There was not a 1:1 correspondence of the *fishbase.org* trophic levels with the piscivorous-nonpiscivorous classification of Rowan and Rasmussen (1994). Most of the piscivorous species from their study had trophic levels > 3.4, whereas most of the nonpiscivorous species had trophic levels < 3.4.
The variability in trophic levels was related, in part, to phylogenetic groupings. The trophic level data included species from 16 families and 33 genera. For the seven families represented by more than one genus, variance component analyses using nested-analysis of variance procedures (Searle, 1987) indicated that 48% of the variation in trophic levels was due to variation among families with 38% due to variation among genera within families. The remaining 14% was due to variation among species within genera.

3.3. Correlation among predictor and criterion variables in the modeling data

Spearman rank correlations (Conover, 1971) indicated statistically significant correlations of Cr with trophic levels, K concentrations and suspended sediment concentrations (Table 2). Spearman rank correlations were used rather than the more familiar Pearson product-moment correlations because 1) the latter procedure assumes bivariate normal distributions of the data and 2) may produce inflated estimates of the true correlation where the data, like those for the Cr, are positively skewed (Sokal and Rohlf, 1969).

Concentration ratios increased with increasing trophic level and decreased with increasing K and sediment concentrations. Correlations of trophic levels with either K or sediment concentrations were not statistically significant. The largest absolute magnitude correlation with Cr was the negative correlation of -0.567 for K, and K concentrations have previously been shown to have negative correlations with Cr for Cs (Rowan and Rasmussen, 1994; Smith et al., 2000; NCRP, 2007). An important experimental demonstration of the effect of K on Cr ratios for Cs in fish was the reduction of fish Cr following the addition of potassium chloride to a Chernobyl-contaminated lake (Smith et al., 2003). The largest correlation coefficient was a positive correlation between K and suspended sediment concentrations which suggests that these measures were providing similar information about the
location’s water quality. The smallest absolute magnitude correlation coefficient between the predictor variables and fish $C_r$ occurred for trophic level, and this smallest correlation was consistent with the variance component results that indicated differences among species were less important in affecting $C_r$ than variation within species. Inspection of plots of $C_r$ with the predictor variables indicated that the logarithm of $C_r$ had a linear relationship with trophic level, but the logarithm of $C_r$ had linear relationships with the logarithms of $K$ and sediment concentrations.

3.4. The development of a predictive model

Initial model development involved using the predictor variables of trophic level and $\log_{10}(K)$ by themselves and all their possible combinations including interactions. These models were evaluated and compared using standard regression diagnostics including largest $R^2$, largest adjusted $R^2$ (Draper and Smith, 1981), smallest error mean square, smallest AIC, and smallest BIC. All of these models were statistically significant (i.e., $P < 0.05$), and two models, hereafter referred to as Model I and Model II (Table 3), were judged to have the best combinations of accuracy and simplicity expressed as the lack of redundant predictors as measured by AIC and BIC. Model I used the predictor variables 1) $\log_{10}(K)$ and 2) the interaction of trophic level and $\log_{10}(K)$. Model II used the predictor variables 1) trophic level and 2) $\log_{10}(K)$. The two models produced similar median observed to fitted ratios (Table 3) with a median ratio of the predicted $C_r$ from Model I to the predicted $C_r$ from Model II of 1.0 with 75% of the predictions being within 10% of one another.

Although Model I had marginally preferable statistical indices and fits to the data, Model II is more directly interpretable with clearly demonstrated increases in predicted $C_r$ with increasing trophic level and decreases in predicted $C_r$ with increasing $K$ concentrations. Because the two models had
similar predicted $C_r$ and Model II was more directly interpretable, Model II was used in all subsequent predictions of $C_r$.

Model II has the form:

$$C_r = 10^{(3.3348 + 0.2453 \times Tl - 0.5713 \times \log_{10}(K))}$$

(Eq. 2)

where $Tl$ represents trophic level. The standard errors for the regression coefficients for the intercept, $Tl$ and $\log_{10}(K)$ were 0.218, 0.246, and 0.006, respectively.

The close correspondence of predicted values from the two models indicates that the interaction term of trophic level and K concentration in Model II provides little improvement over Model I, and this suggests that most fish were responding similarly to increasing K concentrations. A more pronounced difference between the models would have suggested greater differences among species in how K concentrations in the water affected their Cs concentrations. Similar evidence of fairly uniform responses to K concentrations among fish species included the similar declines in $^{137}$Cs concentrations in seven species of fish in Lake Svyatoe in response to the addition of potassium chloride to the lake’s waters (Smith et al.2003). The lack of pronounced interaction effects also suggests that Model II can be extended to predict $C_r$ for species other than those in the modeling data.

The relatively large standard errors for the random resampling estimates of trophic level have the potential to produce a biased estimate of its regression coefficient and, consequently, the predicted $C_r$ (Draper and Smith, 1981). This potential bias was estimated using Wald’s (1940) test which involves smoothing the estimated regression coefficient by computing it from the means of the lower and upper thirds of the data. This test indicated the potential bias was approximately 2%. 
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Attempts to develop models using suspended sediment concentrations did not produce results with greater accuracies than the above models due to: 1) the few locations (i.e., 14) with suspended sediment concentrations; and 2) the strong correlation between K and suspended sediment concentrations (Table 2). Although suspended sediment based models were not developed, the accuracy of Model II in predicting C, will be compared to that for the Rowan and Rasmussen (1994) model for those test locations with sediment concentrations (Smith et al., 2000).

3.5. Observed to fitted ratios for Model II

The median observed to fitted ratio for Model II was 0.965 with ratios ranging from 0.0632 to 5.676. The first and third quartiles for the ratios were 0.494 and 1.472, respectively. Accuracy, expressed as the percent of ratios within factors of 2 and 3 were 61 and 82 %, respectively. Conservatism, expressed as the percent of ratios < 2 and < 3, were 87 and 96 %, respectively. These levels of accuracy and conservatism were more consistent with factors of 3 than factors of 2.

3.6. The distribution of concentration ratios in the test data

For the 57 concentration ratios in the test data from 17 species in 25 locations, concentration ratios ranged over a factor of 100 from 82 and 90 L kg\(^{-1}\) for A. brama and Gymnocephalus cernuus (grudgeon) to 18,169 and 20,107 L kg\(^{-1}\) for P. fluviatilis. The median C\(_r\) was 3,444 L kg\(^{-1}\), and 50 % of the C\(_r\) were within the range 933 to 6008 L kg\(^{-1}\). The concentration ratios were not lognormally distributed (Kolmogorov–Smirnov Test of Normality, D = 0.1371; P < 0.01; Conover, 1971). Although containing fewer C\(_r\) than the modeling data, the test data covered the full range of C\(_r\) in the modeling data. The larger median C\(_r\) for the test data indicates that a greater proportion of larger C\(_r\) occurred in the test data. A test of the model’s accuracy involving a greater proportion of larger concentration ratios is
preferable to a test involving mostly smaller concentrations which might leave doubts about the model’s accuracy for larger \( C_r \).

3.7. Evaluation of Model II’s approximations and conservatisms for predicting \( C_r \)

A comparison of the observed and the \( C_r \) predicted by Model II is shown in Figure 4, and the frequency distribution of the observed to predicted ratios for Model II are shown in Figure 5. The median observed to predicted ratio was 1.262 with 50 \% of the ratios occurring between the first and third quartiles of 0.726 and 1.850, respectively. The median ratio of 1.262 was not significantly different from 1 (Zar, 1999). Accuracies, expressed as the percentage of ratios within factors of 2 or 3 of the measured value, were 67 and 82 \%, respectively. Conservatisms expressed as the percentage of observed to predicted ratios being < 2 or < 3 were 79 and 88 \%, respectively. These levels of accuracy and conservatism were more consistent with levels of 3 than levels of 2.

There were four observed to predicted ratios that were > 4. These all occurred for Perca fluviatilis. They are indicated in Figure 4, and a possible cause for these large ratios is discussed in section 4.2 below.

3.8. Comparable accuracy of models for those test locations with suspended sediment concentrations

For tests of accuracies and conservatisms involving the locations with suspended sediment data, there were differences in accuracies between Model II and the Rowan and Rasmussen model (Table 4) but negligible differences in conservatism. A better accuracy result for the Rowan and Rasmussen model was reflected in 1) the median ratio being closer to 1, 2) a larger per cent of ratios being within a factor of 2, and 3) the maximum ratio being less. Although a model with a greater number of adequately measured predictive variables may, a priori, be expected to be more accurate that a model with fewer predictive variables, there are legitimate reasons for expecting the Rowan and Rasmussen
(1994) model to be a better predictor of $C_r$. These include: 1) that despite the close correlation of $K$ and suspended sediment concentrations (Table 2), the sediment data may have been measuring unique and important aspects of the factors affecting $C_s$ that are not explained by $K$ alone (Blaylock, 1972), 2) the piscivorous or non-piscivorous classification may have more concisely expressed the variability among fish species than the trophic levels with their relatively large standard errors; and 3) the model was based on a greater number of locations with $K$ and sediment concentrations in the Rowan and Rasmussen (1994) data which included data from both freshwater and marine systems. Each of the models met both the accuracy and conservatism criteria for factors of 3 and ratios < 3, respectively.

4. Discussion

Although having observed to predicted ratios with levels of accuracy and conservatism within factors of 2 would be preferable to within factors of 3, Model II had levels of approximation and conservatism that were more consistent with factors of 3 than factors of 2. Whether these levels of accuracy and conservatism are sufficient is a user-driven decision, but obtaining levels of accuracy within factors of 2 and conservatisms < 2 using the predictive model approach may be problematic due to several potential sources of error.

It could be expected that improved predictive models would be obtained from more measures of $C_r$ for more species from more locations with more predictor variables, however the accuracies of these improved models may still be limited by: 1) uncontrolled external effects such as pH and Ca concentrations (Smith et al., 2002); 2) biological effects such as seasonal differences in fish concentrations (e.g., Peles et al., 2000), size or age dependent variations in fish concentrations (e.g., Kryshev and Ryabov, 2000; Smith et al., 2002); 3) variations between benthic and pelagic feeding behaviors (Rowan et al., 1998); 4) methodological differences such whole-body versus muscle-only fish concentrations (e.g. Rowan and Rasmussen, 1994) and differences between filtered versus non-filtered...
water samples (Rowan and Rasmussen, 1994); and 5) variations in fish trophic levels among sites differing compositions of the aquatic community (e.g., Rasmussen et al., 1990) so that the actual trophic level of a species at a site may differ from the mean fishbase.org value. Model accuracies may also be affected by sampling errors in measuring the K and Cs concentrations in the water at a site. All of these sources of error and variations may affect both 1) the Cs concentration in the fish and 2) the model’s predicted $C_r$, and, consequently, the resulting observed to predicted ratios.

In addition, more improved predictive models will not improve the resolution of the measurement of $C_r$ in modeling and test data sets. For the purposes of this analysis, models have been constructed and tested assuming that concentration ratios have been measured without error, which is clearly not the case. Where the $C_r$ is computed as the ratio of two means, its sample variance is affected by both the sample variance of the concentrations in fish and the water (van Kempen and van Vliet, 2000). Where the $C_r$ is computed as the ratio of $k_1$ to $k_2$, its sample variance is affected by the sample variances of $k_1$ and $k_2$ and the covariance of the sample estimates of $k_1$ and $k_2$ (van Kempen and van Vliet, 2000). Although procedures have been developed to compute confidence intervals for ratios that are analogous to concentration ratios (e.g. Gardiner et al., 2001), confidence intervals for concentration ratios have rarely been reported. Without measures of the sampling errors for $C_r$, the extent to which these sampling errors contribute to the variability of observed to predicted ratios and the assessments of model accuracy remains to be determined.

Although each of these sources of error may be unlikely to cause factor of 2 errors on their own, their individual effects may combine to result in ratios outside the range of 0.5 to 2.

4.2. Possible model applications
If Model II’s levels of accuracy and conservatism are deemed acceptable for practical uses, the model may be used to predict concentration ratios or to simply identify those species in those locations that may be most in need of monitoring and possible limitations of consumption. Whatever uses this model may or may not have, it does suggest the desirability of compiling measures of K concentrations in freshwater environments at risk from accidental Cs contamination. These compiled K concentrations would then be available to be combined with the more readily available trophic level data to estimate potential exposures following an accidental release.

Although the model might be used in its present form, its usefulness in specific situations could be enhanced by 1) a consideration of the alternative estimators of trophic levels presented in fishbase.org and 2) a consideration of pelagic versus benthic feeding with a possible adjustment of the predicted Cr.

4.3. The use of alternative estimates of mean trophic level

In the previous analyses, the mean trophic level for species was estimated using the method of random resampling of food items, but it was noted that alternative diet based estimates were also available for some species such as P. fluviatilis. The mean trophic level from the resampling procedure for this species was 3.66 but an estimate of 4.35 is also available for adult fish from diet studies (fishbase.org). Nineteen of the 57 fish in the test data sets were P. fluviatilis, and these 19 fish accounted for 9 of the 12 observed to predicted ratios > 2, which included all four of the ratios that were > 4. If the trophic level estimate of 4.35 is used, P. fluviatilis accounts for only 5 ratios > 2 with none of these being > 4. Using the 4.35 estimate rather than the 3.66 estimate also 1) reduces the median ratio from 1.262 to 1.033, 2) increases the percentage of ratios within a factor of 3 from 82 % to 86 %, and 3) increases the percentage of ratios < 3 from 88 % to 95 %.
This case for *P. fluviatilis* serves as only an example of the use of an alternative trophic level estimate. Selecting an alternative trophic level for a species should be based on knowledge that the alternative is more appropriate for the species in the location being assessed. However, the example does illustrate the improvement in predictions that might occur from being able to select a more appropriate alternative.

4.4. Potential differences between benthic and pelagic food chains

Food items and diet sources in *fishbase.org* are separated into pelagic and benthic components (*e.g.*, zooplankton and zoobenthos), but no distinction is made between these components in the computation of mean trophic levels. This is appropriate for the objectives of the FishBase organization, but it is a limitation for predicting C\textsubscript{T} for Cs. The greater accumulation of Cs from feeding on benthic sources is well-documented (Rowan et al., 1998; NCRP, 2007). Thus, a primarily benthic feeder may be expected to have a greater C\textsubscript{T} for Cs than a pelagic feeder from the same system due to using the same Cs concentration in the water as a base for computing the C\textsubscript{T}.

Examples of the effect that this difference in feeding locations has on predicted C\textsubscript{T} are the observed to fitted C\textsubscript{T} for *Ambloplites rupestris*, the rock bass. Studies have shown that this species accumulates greater Cs than co-occurring pelagic feeders (Rowan et al., 1998), and its benthic feeding behavior is reflected in *fishbase.org* with 75% of its food items and 94% of its feeding habits being benthic. The species has a mean (± SE) trophic level of 3.33 ± 0.44 and therefore, predicted C\textsubscript{T} of 2,407 and 1,645 L kg\textsuperscript{-1}, respectively, from Model II for sites with 22 and 43 µM K L\textsuperscript{-1}. However, its two observed C\textsubscript{T} in the modeling data for these sites are 6,000 and 7,583 L kg\textsuperscript{-1} (Rowan and Rasmussen, 1994) with corresponding observed to fitted ratios of 2.46 and 4.55.
These observations for *A. rupestris* imply that a more accurate predictive model could result from 1) the development of a benthic feeding index to accompany the trophic level estimate or 2) increasing the predicted \( C_i \) by a factor of 1.7X to 2X for benthic species as suggested from the results of Rowan et al. (1998). Such a 1.7X increase for *A. rupestris* would result in observed to fitted ratios of 1.45 and 2.68, but this 1.7X increase may not be appropriate for all primarily benthic feeders. For example, the primarily benthic feeding species *C. commersoni* and *Coregonus clupeaformis* (lake whitefish) in the modeling data have median observed to fitted ratios of 1.47 and 0.71, respectively, with all but one of the 16 ratios being < 2.

4.5. Extrapolating \( Cs \) concentration ratios between sampled and unsampled fish species.

Beresford et al. (2013) have developed procedures based on phylogenetic similarities among fish species to allow the \( C_i \) determined for a species at a site to be extrapolated to either 1) species that were not sampled at the site or 2) species that were not present but are characteristic of that site. This extrapolation allows a more complete development of species information in databases to be used for predicting the environmental transfer of radionuclides into fish and other wildlife (Yankovich et al., 2012).

Phylogenetic similarities used by Beresford et al. (2013) include feeding behaviors (*e.g.*, piscivorous), feeding locations (*i.e.*, benthic versus pelagic), and habitat (*i.e.*, lentic versus lotic), and these similarities are evaluated to produce expected relative ratios of \( C_i \) between species. For example, the relative ratios for *D. cepedianum* and *M. salmoides* are 4.3 and 8.5, respectively (Beresford et al. 2013, Table 2). The procedures of Beresford et al. (2013) do not use trophic level estimates from fishbase.org, but the expected relative ratios for these species are similar to the relative trophic levels for these species of 2.4 and 4.42.
Model II may also be used to perform similar extrapolations of Cs concentration ratios among sampled and unsampled species at a site. To compute the extrapolated C_r for the unsampled species (C_r_unsamp), the procedure requires 1) the C_r measured for the sampled species (C_r_samp), 2) the trophic level for the sampled species (Tl_samp), and 3) the trophic level for the unsampled species (Tl_unsamp). The extrapolated log(C_r_unsamp) is estimated using equation (3).

\[
\text{Log}_{10}(C_r_{\text{unsamp}}) = \text{log}_{10}(C_r_{\text{samp}}) + 0.2453 \times (Tl_{\text{unsamp}} - Tl_{\text{samp}}) \quad (\text{Eq. 3})
\]

Neither the procedures of Beresford et al. (2013) nor equation (3) require data on chemical or physical factors of the site’s water because 1) these procedures are extrapolating values between species within the same system and 2) are assuming that these parameters are affecting the different species in the same manner. This assumption of similar effects on different species is supported for the effects of K on fish Cs concentrations and fish Cs Cr by 1) the minor contribution of the log_{10}(K)-trophic level interaction term to the predictive models, 2) the subsequent accuracy of the no interaction Model II in predicting C_r in the test data, and 3) the similar fish responses to potassium chloride additions in Lake Svyatoe (Smith et al., 2003).

4.6. Potential additional predictor variables

More accurate models are possible using a greater number of predictor variables, and there are, besides the obvious inclusion of suspended sediment concentrations, several other reported correlates with fish Cs concentrations that might be included in the models. These correlates may be divided into those related to 1) additional measures of water quality, 2) fish properties, and 3) food web structure. The measures of water quality include pH (Morgan et al., 1993; Smith et al., 2002), large Ca concentrations in the water especially in conjunction with low K concentrations (Smith et al., 2002), and mean annual water temperatures (Rowan and Rasmussen, 1994). Those related to fish properties
include fish size (Rowan et al., 1998; Smith et al., 2002), fish age (Rowan et al., 1998), and whether the species inhabits the epilimnion or hypolimnion (Rowan and Rasmussen, 1994). More complex food web structures with greater food chain lengths have also been related to increased contaminant concentrations in fish (Rasmussen et al., 1990; Rowan and Rasmussen, 1994).

Some of these possible predictors are correlated among themselves or with the existing predictors. Fish size and fish age are possible correlates with trophic level estimates and might be represented by the selection or modification of trophic level estimates. Estimates of trophic levels for adult fishes are available for numerous species in fishbase.org. Calcium and pH are also likely correlates (Smith et al., 2002) whose effects might be jointly represented by pH. Correlations among K, suspended sediments, pH and Ca may occur due to the gradient from hard-water to soft-water environments (Rowan and Rasmussen, 1994). The epilimnion versus hypolimnion distinction appears to be related to water temperatures (Rowan and Rasmussen, 1994). Determining food web complexity may be too difficult and too costly to qualify as a readily-obtainable predictor variable, but 1) the diversity of potential prey species and 2) the numbers of fish species, and therefore, presumably greater food web diversity, can be correlated with lake area (Barbour and Brown, 1974; Jackson and Harvey, 1989; Karatayev et al., 2005). These variables, with their potential intercorrelations that can compromise model accuracy, suggest that future modeling activities may benefit primarily from the use of pH, temperature and area.

Although there are these and possibly other useful predictors that could be added to expanded models, there can be a tradeoff between model accuracy and model utility. As the number of predictor variables increases, there is the possibility that fewer and fewer sites will have the requisite data on all or most of the predictor variables required by the model. The model developed in this study is hopefully one with ease of utility if perhaps less than ideal accuracy.
5. **Advantages using the fishbase.org trophic levels compared to using discrete diet categories**

There are two major advantages of using the *fishbase.org* trophic levels in place of the simpler classification of fish species into discrete categories such as nonpiscivorous and piscivorous. The first advantage is the avoidance of potentially arbitrary decisions as to which diet category a particular species should be assigned. The second is an increased resolution in predicted concentration ratios.

The increased resolution results from the use of separate trophic levels for each species with a resulting separate predicted concentration ratio for each species. Where fishes are classified into discrete categories, separate predicted concentration ratios are available only for each category and not for each species. For the median observed K concentration of 36 µM L\(^{-1}\) and the range in trophic levels from 2 to 4.5, the predicted species-specific concentration ratios from Model II range from 864 L kg\(^{-1}\) to 3544 L kg\(^{-1}\) with a separate prediction available for each 0.01 increment in trophic level. This greater than a factor of 4 range of predicted concentration ratios also occurs at all other K concentrations. For models where discrete classifications of diet are employed, the number of predicted concentration ratios would be the same as the number of classifications. For the classification of species as nonpiscivorous and piscivorous, only two predicted C\(_r\) would be available within the range of 864 L kg\(^{-1}\) to 3544 L kg\(^{-1}\). Although using a greater number of categories would increase the number of predictions, it would also increase the complexity in deciding which species belongs in which category.

If discrete categories are preferred or required, the *fishbase.org* trophic levels may serve as 1) a basis for their construction and 2) the computation of an appropriate predicted concentration ratio. For example, the discrete classifications may be formed using ranges of trophic levels such as 2.0 to 3.5 for nonpiscivorous, or primarily nonpiscivorous, species and > 3.5 to 4.5 for piscivorous, or primarily piscivorous, species with a predicted C\(_r\) being computed using the midpoint trophic levels of 2.75 and 4 for the two intervals.
6. Summary

A model to predict species-specific concentration ratios for Cs radionuclides in fish is discussed that achieves reasonable levels of accuracy while requiring only two input variables. One variable is the K concentration in the water. The other variable is a trophic level estimate that is readily available from the internet source fishbase.org.
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Table 1.
The mean, \( n \) = number, standard deviation, median, minimum and maximum for the predictor variables trophic level, concentrations of K (\( \mu \text{M L}^{-1} \)), and suspended samples (mg L\(^{-1}\)) in the water. Trophic levels are computed for 44 species. Concentrations of K and suspended sediments are computed for 43 and 14 locations, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trophic Level</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspended Sediment</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>70.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 2.

Spearman rank correlations among trophic levels, K concentrations (µM L⁻¹), suspended sediment concentrations (mg L⁻¹) and Cs concentration ratios (kg L⁻¹). n = number of samples. P = probability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>K concentrations</th>
<th>Sediment Concentrations</th>
<th>Concentration Ratios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trophic Levels</td>
<td>-0.114</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 207</td>
<td>n = 90</td>
<td>n = 207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P &gt; 0.05</td>
<td>P &gt; 0.05</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K Concentrations</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>-0.567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 14</td>
<td>n = 207</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment Concentrations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>n = 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.

Comparison of regression statistics for two predictive models. Model I uses the predictive variables log$_{10}$(k) and the interaction of trophic level and log$_{10}$(K). Model II uses the predictive variables trophic level and log$_{10}$(K). AIC and BIC refer, respectively, to Akaike's and Bayes Information Criteria. * = P < 0.01.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>F-test</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>R$^2$</th>
<th>Adjusted</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>BIC</th>
<th>Median Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Median Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Observed to</td>
<td></td>
<td>Predicted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fitted Ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td>Concentration Ratio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>55.82*</td>
<td>0.1306</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>-177.01</td>
<td>-177.01</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>2227</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>54.47*</td>
<td>0.1317</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>-175.29</td>
<td>-176.24</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>2191</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.

Comparison of accuracy and conservatism between Model II using trophic level and \( \log_{10}(K) \) concentration and the equation 5 model of Rowan and Rasmussen (1994) for 28 observations of \( C_r \) for 6 species from 10 eastern European lakes and reservoirs with measures of suspended sediment concentrations from Smith et al. (2002).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>No. of</th>
<th>Distribution of Observed to Predicted Ratios</th>
<th>% Ratios within factors of 2</th>
<th>% Ratios &lt; 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratios</td>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure Legends

**Fig. 1.** The frequency distribution of the 207 concentration ratios in the modeling data.

**Fig. 2.** The frequency distribution of trophic levels for the 44 fish species used to build the predictive model.

**Fig. 3.** The frequency distribution of the 57 concentration ratios in the test data.

**Fig. 4.** A comparison of the observed and predicted concentration ratios for the 57 observations in the test data. Lines denote the observed to predicted ratios of 3:1, 1:1 and 1:3. The four cases where the observed to predicted ratios for *Perca fluviatilis* were > 4 are indicated.

**Fig. 5.** The cumulative frequency distribution of the 57 observed to predicted ratios from the test data.
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Figure 4: Observed vs. Predicted Concentration Ratios for Perca fluviatilis.
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